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Abstract
This essay examines citizen participation in and state responses to online supervision in
China. It argues that the internet has only empowered Chinese citizens in selective
ways by enabling them more to expose individual cases of corruption and official
misconduct than to pursue systematic changes. Such ‘selective-empowerment’ effects
allow the state to differentiate its responses, eliminating more threatening forms of
citizen activism while bringing less threatening forms under control. Such a
‘selective-empowerment and differentiated-response’ model helps explain why the
authoritarian state can preserve its power in setting the agenda, means, and goals of
online supervision despite the empowering effects of the internet.
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Supervising Authoritarian Rule Online:
Citizen Participation and State Responses in China

Without competitive elections and other institutions to foster accountability, officials
in authoritarian regimes have ample opportunities to engage in corruption or other
misconduct. Autocratic leaders are often not incentivized to discipline their agents.2
Instead they may use corruption as a mechanism to secure patronage from the
governing coalition whose loyalty is essential for their political survival.3 However,
rampant corruption and official misconduct can be detrimental to authoritarian rule as
it may chip away at the regime’s legitimacy and weaken its capacity to rule.4 This is
why authoritarian regimes such as former Soviet Union, Cuba, Vietnam, and China
have all installed anti-corruption institutions and enforced various measures to punish
deviant officials.5 To curtail corruption and check corrupt officials more effectively,
authoritarian states may tolerate or even encourage citizen participation. However,
public participation is a ‘double-edged sword’ for an authoritarian state: on the one
hand, it may benefit the regime by increasing citizens’ political efficacy enhancing
their trust in the state and by more effectively controlling corruption, thus boosting
state performance; on the other hand, it may erode regime legitimacy as the process
per se can be frustrating for citizens while at the same time campaigns run the risk of
exposing the pervasiveness of governmental corruption and misbehavior to the public.
The expansion of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) such
as the internet has further complicated the dilemma authoritarian regimes face as they
now essentially have no choice but to tolerate and accommodate citizen participation.
Studies reveal that ICTs have expanded both official channels to engage the public
and the space for citizen-driven participation initiatives, 6 thereby empowering
2
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citizens in authoritarian regimes that lack effective institutions for policy input and
feedback.7 However, such idealized image of technological empowerment is far from
the complete picture. With the help of sophisticated censorship measures, innovative
propaganda strategies, and a strong repressive apparatus, authoritarian states such as
China and Putin’s Russia have achieved a considerable level of control over online
information flow. 8 Such cases of authoritarian adaptability confirm the resilient
authoritarianism thesis.9
A number of pertinent questions remain such as has the expansion of the internet
rendered authoritarian states more tolerant or restrictive towards citizen participation?
How do state responses shape citizen participation online? This essay tackles these
questions by exploring citizen-driven online supervision efforts through non-state
digital platforms and the state responses in China. The China case is particularly
revealing given that the authoritarian regime is considered one of the strongest in the
world and that it has been undergoing a state-sponsored anti-corruption campaign that
brought down thousands of officials. Examining online supervision in such a context
and against such a background thus allows a more nuanced understanding of
technological empowerment and state responses.
The article contends that the internet has empowered Chinese citizens, but only in
selective ways as they are enabled more to expose individual cases of corruption and
official misconduct than to pursue systematic changes. Such ‘selective-empowerment’
happens to play into the hands of the party-state, allowing it to eliminate more
threatening forms of citizen participation and to tolerate less threatening ones. Such a
‘selective-empowerment’ explains how authoritarian regimes may optimize citizen
participation despite the impact of the new technology.
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The analysis draws on extensive sources. Firstly, the project combines ‘guerilla
ethnography’ across the Web10 and long-term observation of China’s most popular
internet forum, Tianya Club (Tianya Luntan, Tianya.cn), to gather data. Tianya.cn is
an ideal site to observe online supervision because it offers channels for citizens to
complain and has served as the base for many online supervision cases. Secondly, the
project uses the case library compiled by People's Daily Online Public Opinion
Monitoring Center (PDOPOMC thereafter). The library contains 525 relevant cases of
‘public opinion events’ between 2008 and 2015, 57 of which relate to governmental or
official misbehavior. These cases are further analyzed to identify how they are
exposed online. Third, to show the evolution of online supervision, the project also
resorts to studies by Chinese scholars who collected hundreds of online supervision
cases over the years. Their findings are also used to triangulate the PDOPOMC data.
Lastly, media reports and official documents also serve as important sources to
decipher the state’s perception and behavior. Drawing on multiple sources rather one
specific dataset is necessary as the goal of this project is to provide a big-picture view
of online supervision and state responses in China.
Citizen Participation and Online Public Supervision
Citizen participation has historically been an important part of contemporary Chinese
politics. The mass line (qunzhong luxian), as an organizational principle of the CCP,
prescribes that party cadres shall consult the masses, incorporate their opinions and
suggestions in policy making, and solicit their input when enforcing the resulting
policies. During the Maoist era, citizens were mobilized in mass campaigns to check
party-officials’ misconduct and ideological deviances.11 In the post-Mao reform era,
although the party-state resorts to mass campaigns less frequently,12 it has continued
its emphasis on the ‘mass line,’ at least rhetorically, as a means to supervise the state
apparatus and governmental officials. To achieve the goal, the state has restored and
established various institutions for public participation, including the letters and visits
system (xinfang zhidu) and administrative litigation.13 Paramount leaders such as
10
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Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping have all stressed that the Party
and its cadres should be subject to ‘mass supervision’ (qunzhong jiandu).14 In effect,
the latest Chinese Constitution explicitly stipulates that citizens ‘have the right to
criticize and make suggestions regarding any State organ or functionary,’ and ‘to
make to relevant State organs complaints or charges against, or exposures of, any
State organ or functionary for violation of law or dereliction of duty.’15
Moreover, the state has encouraged ‘public opinion supervision’ (yulun jiandu)
and ‘media supervision.’ First coined by then Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang at
the Party’s 13th Congress,16 the term repeatedly appeared in subsequent CCP political
reports. At the 14th National Congress, Jiang Zemin stressed the necessity to ‘take
public opinion supervision by the media seriously.’17 At the 15th Party Congress,
Jiang called to ‘integrate intra-party, legal, and mass supervision, and give scope to
the role of public opinion supervision.’ 18 The 16th and 17th Party Congresses
reiterated the importance to ‘strengthen democratic supervision’ and to ‘allow public
opinion supervision.’19 The 18th CCP Congress juxtaposes ‘intra-party supervision,
democratic supervision, legal supervision, and public opinion supervision’ as critical
means to enable the people to ‘oversee the exercise of power’ and to ensure that
power is exercised transparently.’ 20 Beyond rhetoric, the state has also allowed
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investigative journalism to flourish despite continued censorship and other forms of
political constraint.21 It should, however, be noted that the regime lacks the political
will to completely unleash the full potential media supervision. After all, for the
party-state, fighting corruption is a ‘double-edged sword’ because ‘though the
anti-corruption campaign hits cadres and party members that violate party disciplines
and laws, it hurts the organization and damages the image of the party.’22
Both ‘mass supervision’ and ‘public opinion supervision’ imply only citizen
participation under the auspices of the party-state in official discourse, and as such are
narrower than ‘public supervision.’ However, as contentious politics scholars find,
Chinese citizens in the reform era have resorted to popular contention to lodge
complaints and check corrupt officials. In particular, they often exploit the internal
fragmentation of the regime and employ boundary-spanning strategies to maximize
effectiveness and to avoid risks.23 As such “rightful resistance” focuses on specific
localized goals rather than seeking regime transition, it provides the regime with
necessary policy input and helps it discipline local agents, serving as what has been
described as ‘constructive noncompliance.’24
Evidently, existing literature on citizen participation and popular contention in
China suggests an image of benevolent authoritarian regime that at least is partially
responsive and accountable. While this is a little counterintuitive, it can be rational for
the regime: so far as it can keep popular protests and critical reporting local, and
targeting only lower levels of authorities and officials, the party-state can reap the
benefits of popular contention without risking being overthrown.25
The arrival of the internet may have changed the dynamics of public participation
21
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and supervision by opening both formal and informal channels for citizen engagement.
For instance, the state has promoted e-government to improve administrative capacity,
provide public services, and interact with citizens.26 By the end of 2014, the state had
set up 57,024 government websites,27 most of which incorporate petition channels.28
The internet has also increased the amount of uncontrollable information by creating a
nascent public sphere, promoting civil society, and facilitating citizen mobilization
and even dissident activism.29 In effect, Chinese internet users often call themselves
‘netizens’ because the term implies a sense of citizenship absent in the offline world.
Undoubtedly, the party-state has responded with strict censorship30 and innovative
propaganda strategies such as ideotainment—the juxtaposition of popular cyber
culture and ideological constructs—and astroturfing—the deployment of state agents
to fabricate pro-regime voices. 31 But there is no doubt that the internet has
empowered citizens to oversee state apparatus and officials beyond state authorized
channels.
Notwithstanding this rich tapestry of studies on the state-society struggle over the
control of online information flow, only a few studies have looked into how the
internet has expanded the scope of public supervision. Among them, Gao and Stanyer
explore how netizens hunt down corrupt officials through ‘human flesh search’
(renshou sousuo)—the man-hunt practice that relies on netizens’ collective
participation to dig out information about the target. 32 Ang studies the Chinese
spin-offs of I-Paid-A-Bribe platform (ipaidabribe.com, IPAB hereafter) and argues

26

Jesper Schlaeger & Min Jiang, ‘Official Microblogging and Social Management by Local Governments in
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Blogosphere,’ 48 Asian Survey 752 (2008).
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Journal of Current Chinese Affairs 105 (2015); Chin-Fu Hung, ‘China’s Propaganda in the Information Age:
Internet Commentators and Wen’an Incident,’ 46 Issues & Studies 149 (2010).
32
Li Gao & James Stanyer, ‘Hunting Corrupt Officials Online: The Human Flesh Search Engine and the Search
for Justice in China,’ 17 Information, Communication, & Society 814 (2014).
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that they fail not only due to state repression, but also because long-term authoritarian
rule has resulted in the lack of citizens’ self-organizing ability and constructive civic
engagement experience.33 These studies are inspiring, but limited in quantity and
narrow in focus, thus cannot provide the big picture of public supervision online and
state responses. In particular, in what ways has the internet altered the dynamics of
public supervision? Why does one type of participation thrive while the other fails?
How the best understand the intriguing relationship between ‘digital empowerment’
and ‘resilient authoritarianism’ in the realm of public supervision? The following
sections attempt to bridge the gap through examination of the struggle over online
supervision, arguing that the Chinese state has demonstrated a control-freak tendency,
intending to limit participation outside controlled channels regardless of its nature.
However, the internet has selectively empowered different forms of online
supervision, rendering some types of citizen participation more successful than others.

Online Public Supervision Reflected in Anti-Corruption

Online anti-corruption supervision here is defined as any form of citizen participation
through non-state online platforms to disclose and criticize official corruption and
government misconduct such as bribery, misuse of public funds, an extravagant
lifestyle, fabricating credentials, nepotism, and so forth. Given the complexity of the
concept itself and the vastness and fluidity of online participation, it is impossible to
definitively identify the entire population of online anti-corruption supervision cases.
That being said, measuring the trend of citizen activism in this sphere over the time is
still a doable task. Chinese scholars have used corruption cases that are first exposed
online as an indicator. They have either found such cases from a pool of online public
opinion events34 or searched keywords about corrupt behaviors before separating out
those first exposed online.

35

Despite the discrepancies and methodological
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problems,36 these studies reveal a general trend, which is also confirmed by analysis
of the PDOPOMC dataset: online anti-corruption activism first became noticeable
around 2004, gathered momentum in 2008, peaking in 2013 and then declined (see
Table 1).
Table 1: Number of Online Anti-Corruption Cases Annually (2004-2015)
Sources

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

A

1

2

3

7

17

43

42

112

182

228

B

3

1

0

4

13

17

47

55

67

C

2014

174

229

54

2015

D

5

6

6

6

16

7

8

3

(%)

2.94

6.32

15

12.24

28.07

17.07

14.55

16.67

Sources: A= XIE, ‘Wangluo Fanfu Fazhan Qushi’ supra note 35; B=DU & LI, ‘Woguo Wangluo
Fanfu de Zhuyao Tezheng’ supra note 34; C= LI, ‘Zhongguo Kaishi Jinru Hulianwang
Xinchangtai’ supra note 34; D= counts of anti-corruption cases and the percentage to the total
number of online events collected by PDOPOMC.

Categorizing Anti-Corruption Supervision
An examination of anti-corruption cases—both those identified by Chinese scholars
and the 57 cases in the PDOPOMC dataset—reveals three major types, namely citizen
journalism, insider reporting, and man-hunt. In the citizen journalism type, citizen
journalists play the central role in evidence gathering, issue framing, and exposure of
corruption. The internet serves largely as a loudspeaker to hail public attention.
Citizen journalists often have their personal anti-graft websites (See Table 2 for some
examples), but rely increasingly on popular social media platforms. Typical cases in
the category include the exposure of LI Xin and LEI Zhengfu. LI Xin, then Deputy
Mayor of Jining, Shandong Province, was ousted in June 2004 after his corruption
story went viral online, with a picture of him kneeling before his mistress pleading
with her not to report him to the authorities. The case was first exposed by a citizen
journalist LI Xinde on his anti-graft website Public Opinion Monitor Network
(Zhongguo Yulun Jiandu Wang). 37 Likewise, LEI Zhengfu, party chief of Beibei
District, was the first of the 21 Chongqing officials brought down by the exposure of a
2004 and 2013], 2 Beijing Xingzheng Xueyuan Xuebao [Journal of Beijing Administrative College] 39 (2014).
36
The samples are likely biased as less successful cases as well as other forms of online anti-corruption activism
are not included.
37
DAI Dunfeng, ‘Fushizhang Guixiang Shenyuan’ [Deputy Mayor kneeling down to abyss], Nanfang Zhoumo
[Southern Weekend] (Jul. 22, 2014). The report shows that traditional media outlets received the materials
earlier—Southern Weekend in February and Beijing Youth Daily in April—but did not publish anything until it
exploded online.
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series of sex tapes in late 2012.38 The tapes were first exposed by citizen journalist
ZHU Ruifeng.
Table 2: Selected Personal Anti-Graft Websites
Owner

Website

Year

LI Xinde
(former reporter)

2003-10

ZHU Yishan（aka LU Zhou
(businessman; forced
eviction victim)

Public Opinion Monitor Network
(Zhongguo Yulun Jiandu Wang)
(http://www.cnyulun1.com/)
I Want Justice Network
(Wo Yao Zhengyi Wang)
(http://www.zyw51.com/)
China Tipping-off Network
(Zhongguo Jubao Wang)
(no longer available)
Righteous Anti-Corruption Network
(Zhongguo Zhengyi Fanfu Wang)
(http://blog.51.ca/u-252860/)
The Masses’ Mouthpiece Network
(Zhongguo Baixing Houshe Wang)
(http://web1826412.m1.jjisp.com/)
People’s Supervision Network
(Renmin Jiandu Wang)
(http://www.rmjdw.com/)
Public Opinion Network
(Minyi Wang)
(http://www.zys110.net/)

GE Shuchun
(writer; professional
whistleblower)

Anti-Corruption and Rights Defense Network
(Zhongguo Fanfu Weiquan Wang)
(http://www.fanfu10.com/)

2007

XU Xiang
(former reporter)
JIANG Huanwen
(professional
whistleblower)
CHENG Kangming
(trained as media
professional)
LIN Yu（aka LU Ningping）

ZHU Ruifeng
(reporter)

2003

2004-5

2004

2004-11

2006
2006-12

Insider reporting cases are often initiated by insiders who are close to corrupt
officials—their disgruntled mistresses, angry wives, or competitors—and thus have
direct compelling evidence. For instance, in June 2013 then deputy director of the
State Administration of Archives FAN Yue was exposed by his mistress for being
corrupt and engaging in extramarital affairs. FAN resigned before everything was put
online, apparently under the pressure of imminent exposure.39
The man-hunt type refers to cases in which netizens take advantage of social
media and utilize collective intelligence to dig out evidence, attract public attention
ultimately for the state to punish corrupt officials.40 The ‘human-flesh search’ of
ZHOU Jiugeng and YANG Dacai are typical examples. ZHOU, director of a District
38

TIAN Wensheng, ‘Chongqing Chuli 21 Ming She Buya Shipin Dangyuan Ganbu’ [Chongqing Punished 21
Officials Involved in the Sex Tape Scandal], Zhongguo Qingnianbao [China Youth Daily] (May 8, 2013); Andrew
Jacobs, ‘Chinese Officials Find Misbehavior Now Carries Cost,’ New York Times (Dec. 26, 2012).
39
Thomas L. Friedman, ‘Revenge of the Mistresses,’ New York Times (Jul. 31, 2013).
40
Gao & Stanyer, ‘Hunting Corrupt Officials Online’ supra note 32.
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Housing Administration in Nanjing, Jiangsu, threatened to punish ‘developers that sell
apartments below costs’ in December 2008, amidst nationwide anger at skyrocketing
housing prices. Irritated netizens launched a massive ‘human flesh search,’ finding
pictures of him wearing a 100,000-yuan (16,000 USD) watch and smoking
150-yuan-a-packet (25 USD) cigarettes.41 He was soon dismissed. YANG Dacai, then
deputy chief of the Work Safety Administration of Shanxi Province, was fired in
August 2012 after netizens, especially those from Tianya.cn, exposed the fact that he
owned dozens of expensive wristwatches.42 YANG became a target of netizens only
by virtue of the fact that he displayed a suspicious smile at the scene of a traffic
incident with 36 deaths.
The above are similar to sporadic forms of citizen vigilantism exposing isolated
corrupt officials. Existing studies and the author’s observations suggest several other
types of online anti-corruption activism, notably everyday complaints, the IPAB type,
and the civil/political movement type. Chinese netizens complain about corruption on
various platforms such as blogs, forums, and micro-blogs on a daily basis. Such
everyday complaints are abundant in number, but often attract little attention for
various reasons—either they are not sensational enough, too common, or too
trivial—therefore these cases only serve as candidates for ‘public opinion events’
(yulun shijian) that become online spectacles. Tianya.cn attracts numerous complaints
of this sort. Its two special boards, Grassroots Voices (Baixing Shengyin) and
Exposure (Baoguang), together produced over 84,000 threads between April 2014 and
July 2015, mostly about different types of government misconduct.43
The IPAB type refers to the efforts by Chinese citizens to replicate the Indian
I-Paid-A-Bribe platform (ipaidabribe.com), which allows citizens to report corruption
cases they witness.44 Inspired by the success of I-Paid-A-Bribe, dozens of Chinese
replicas popped up in the middle of 2011 and immediately went viral. One of such
sites, www.fanxinghui.com, received over 1000 tip-offs within five days, and its
servers crashed within three days after its launch as a result of the heavy volume of
traffic.45 Unlike personal anti-graft websites run by citizen journalists, the IPAB-like
41
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platforms are specialized anti-corruption forums where the administrators play no role
in verifying the case or framing the issue. These platforms were short-lived, with
virtually all of them being shut down by August 2011.
The civil/political movement type situates anti-corruption as part of broader
social/political movements, which more often than not seek to instigate more
fundamental changes to the regime, including a more systematic cure to corruption.
For instance, the New Citizens Movement, which advocates constitutionalism and
political reforms, also calls for wealth disclosure of government officials. Though not
targeting individual officials, introducing such a policy could certainly prevent
corruption more effectively.
The above categorization is devised primarily for analytical purposes. In reality,
many cases demonstrate mixed features and can transform from one type to another.
An everyday complaint may catch public attention and go viral. Insiders may
approach media professionals or muckraking journalists to avoid risk and improve
efficacy. In effect, ZHU Ruifeng, the citizen journalist who first exposed the LEI
Zhengfu case, claimed that over 90 per cent of the tips-offs he received were from
within the officialdom, often entwined with internal power struggles.46 Nevertheless,
this categorization allows more nuanced examination of the impact of technological
empowerment and state adaption as will be shown in the following two sub-sections.

State Responses: Intention and Practice
In response to the rise of public supervision online, the state in theory can either
collaborate with netizens by accommodating citizen activism or suppress them.
Between 2008 and 2015, the Party’s mouth-piece People’s Daily published 83 articles
that referencing ‘online anti-corruption.’ Though many of these articles regarded
online anti-corruption as having ‘limitations and negative effects’ and ‘should be
institutionalized,’ not a single piece denies its positive impact.47 By allowing and
responding to public participation in anti-corruption, the state can turn the internet
into a safety valve to let off political pressure.48 In addition, popular participation can
also bring to the state’s attention the need to resolve more detrimental complaints
China], Guangzhou Ribao [Guangzhou Daily] (Jun. 16, 2011).
46
LIN Shanshan, ‘Zhongguoshi Fanfu’ [Chinese Style Anti-corruption], Nanfang Renwu Zhoukan [Southern
People Weekly] 78 (Nov. 30, 2012).
47
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48
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Communication 212 (2012).
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because sensational, severe, and/or with hard-to-deny cases are more likely to stand
out than less severe cases. Alternatively, the state can impose constraints on and
suppress netizens’ participation. It may censor online expression, penalize platforms
that host deviating expression, and punish regime critics. As human rights watchers
have documented, the state has harassed, detained, and jailed hundreds of outspoken
netizens, opinion leaders, and dissident activists because of their online activities.49
Evidently, both options—accommodation or suppression—have advantages and
limitations. Accommodation can help pacify aggrieved citizens and reinforce regime
legitimacy, but may ultimately result in escalating the targets to higher authorities,
exposing the pervasiveness of corruption, or overloading the state’s accommodation
capacity. The suppression option, confirming the state’s capacity and will to suppress
may deter spread and escalation of citizen activism, but it is costly and
alienating—this is why the state often utilizes softer means such as bureaucratic
absorption, buying-off, and mobilization of social ties rather than direct suppression
to demobilize social unrest.50 Given the pros and cons, it is rational for the state to
employ a mixed approach and differentiate its responses to different forms of public
supervision.
This raises the interesting question how the state decides which cases to suppress
and which ones to tolerate? Studies suggest that the state has two major priorities.
Firstly, it is concerned with ‘stability maintenance,’ thus prioritizing control of
collective mobilization expression over general criticism. 51 Secondly, it attaches
importance to its ‘general legitimacy,’ lending more attention to cases reflecting
negatively on the top leadership than charges against lower-level officials.52 Bearing
such concerns in mind, civil/political movements are clearly most threatening because
they not only actively mobilize collective action, but also often seek systematic
changes to the regime. All other types are less threatening as they mostly are
unorganized, seek specific remedies, 53 target lower-level officials, 54 and involve
49
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limited online mobilization rather than offline action. Among these types, citizen
journalism may be slightly more threatening because of the persistence and activist
nature of citizen journalists. The IPAB type is in effect not that threatening because it
is highly susceptible to state control and can only operate within state-prescribed
boundaries—owners of those sites often attempt to register their sites. Everyday
complaints are the least threatening for lacking impact. In this sense, if the state
optimizes its strategy to the threat level, civil/political movements are most likely to
be suppressed, followed by citizen journalism, IPAB spinoffs, man-hunt, and
insider-reporting types. Moreover, the state shall try to accommodate all forms of
participation other than civil/political movements, and perhaps ignore most everyday
complaints.
However, the state’s reaction only partially conforms with such a ‘threat-driven’
hypothesis. Firstly, it has indeed tolerated everyday complaints to a certain extent.
Despite censorship, complaints targeting official misconduct are observed on all
major online platforms. Tianya.cn even hosts boards—Grassroots Voices and
Exposure—that are specifically designed for netizens to air grievances. And as
expected, since such complaints often lack publicity, the state can conveniently ignore
them: of a total 300,000 plus postings from Grassroots Voices, 91 per cent attracted
less than ten comments and 41 per cent attracted none. As a result, state tolerance of
everyday complaints works just like its petition system: it is instrumental to regime
stability, but ineffective for petitioners.55 In contrast, the PDOPOMC cases, all of
which received some state attention, are mostly sensational cases attracting huge
publicity: of 57 cases, 18 related to sexual scandals, 14 were about extravagant
lifestyle or misuse of public funds, and four pertained to improper public behavior.56
Secondly, the state has harshly suppressed citizen/political movements as might
be expected. Take the New Citizens Movement as an example. Led by law professor
and activist XU Zhiyong, the relatively moderate movement does not openly call for

Gongzuo Baogao (Zhaiyao)’ [Report on the Work of the Supreme People's Procuratorate (Summary)], Jiancha
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regime change. Nonetheless, it advocates constitutionalism and political reforms, with
one of its specific goals being institutionalizing the wealth disclosure of officials. To
push this agenda, several demonstrations were staged in Shenzhen, Beijing and
Jiangxi in 2012 and 2013. Harsh repression followed, leading to at least 24 arrests.57
Meanwhile, information related to the movement has been constantly censored,
making it hard for the group to spread their ideas and push for their agenda online.
However, state responses also contradict the ‘threat-driven’ hypothesis to a
signficant extent in that the party-state has proved to be much more repressive than
expected. Instead of tolerating and coopting citizen journalists, the state has
constantly suppressed them and routinely crushed their anti-graft websites, forcing
them to move the sites to overseas servers. For instance, ZHU Ruifeng’s personal
anti-graft website, People’s Supervision Network (rmjdw.com), is based in Hong Kong.
Yet, it has been constantly blocked by the Great Firewall and attacked. Moreover, his
social media accounts have been suspended quite a few times and ZHU himself was
harassed by the authorities. 58 The state has also suppressed the IPAB spinoffs
ruthlessly. Inspired by the Indian example, IPAB replicas started to flourish in June
2011. Despite their willingness to cooperate with the authorities, the state decided to
put an end to all such sites within only two months—by then there were over sixty of
them attracting more than 300,000 visitors daily.59 And this was not the last wave of
suppression. In the first seven months of 2013, the state banned another 89 such
‘illegal’ anti-corruption websites.60
The state has also suppressed insider-reporting and man-hunt (and also citizen
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journalism) by punishing outspoken netizens and opinion leaders.61 In 2013, the state
launched a massive anti-rumor campaign in which many online supervision activists
were punished. ZHOU Lubao, who was active in exposing YANG Dacai, was
arrested in August on charges of ‘blackmailing and extortion.’62 DONG Rubin, who
participated in the instigation of an inmate’s suspicious death in Kunming in 2009,
was detained in September.63 The state also jailed Charles Xue, an American Chinese
investor and outspoken Weibo celebrity with over 12 million followers,64 for buying
sex. However, Xue’s confession on state media was all about his improper online
behavior as an opinion leader.65 The campaign created the intended chilling effects:
Weibo opinion leaders reduced their activities by 40 per cent compared to the
previous year,66 and started to play safe in online supervision. As ZHU Ruifeng puts
it, ‘The arrests of Big-Vs (opinion leaders) shut everyone up.’

67

Suppression also applies to everyday complaints. For instance, state censorship
often escalates to eliminate online expression relevant to collective mobilization or
top leaders as in the case of Wukan Incident and the hidden wealth of Premier Wen
Jiabao’s family scandal respectively.68 In 2009, Tianya.cn was forced to shut down
the entire Grassroots Voices board for five weeks for the 60th Anniversary of the
foundation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC).69
In general, the party-state demonstrates a control-freak tendency, attempting to
suppress every form of online supervision. Yet, the effectiveness of state suppression
varies—besides social/political movements, which are most aggressively suppressed,
all other types are also suppressed albeit less harshly. However, four of them except
61
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the IPAB type survive and continue to function. This outcome requires an explanation,
which leads to the next section on the nature of digital empowerment.

A Story of Selective Empowerment
As an inherently participatory process, public supervision online bears clear features
of technological empowerment. Using the number of ‘corruption cases first exposed
online’ as the indicator, the rise and fall of online supervision correlates with changes
in the internet population, particularly that of social media (see Figure 1). This
suggests that the interactivity among netizens enabled by social media clearly
facilitates collective collaboration in hunting down corrupt officials.
Figure 1: Internet & Social Media and Online Anti-Corruption Activism (2000-2015)

Notes: Data of internet and social media population are from China Internet Network Information
Centre (http://www.cnnic.net.cn/). Social media includes only internet forums and micro-blogs. Annual
counts of online corruption cases between 2004 and 2013 are from XIE, ‘Wangluo fanfu fazhan qushi’
supra note 35. The number for 2014 is from LI, ‘Zhongguo kaishi jinru hulianwang xinchangtai’
supra note 34. Though XIE and LI used different methods, they reported similar counts for
overlapping years. Moreover, since the decline in 2014 is a confirmed trend, adding LI’s number
shall not affect the findings.

Technological developments also shape the forms of online anti-corruption
supervision. Early online anti-corruption cases such as the exposure of LI Xin in June
2004 (see the citizen journalism example above) featured a combination of citizen
journalists and personal anti-graft websites. Netizens contributed primarily by turning
the scandals into public spectacles, forcing the state to respond. Such a pattern
emerged because around 2004 only less than 10 per cent of the Chinese population
17

was online and popular social media were largely absent. Citizen journalism was a
viable option as it relies primarily on individuals while personal websites allow full
control by owners, are good for branding, and more importantly can be quickly rebuilt
after state repression, which has happened to most of these websites.
The rise of more interactive and interconnected social media has made it easier
for citizens to provide corruption tip-offs, to crowd-source evidence gathering, and to
increase publicity. Internet forums and Twitter-like Weibo accounts are the most
important social media platforms for anti-corruption. The PDOPOMC data shows that
among the 57 cases, internet forums and Weibo users accounted for 30 and 23 cases
respectively with the remaining four exposed on video sharing sites, blogs, and the
instant messaging platform WeChat. Similarly, two studies by Chinese scholars
respectively reported 59 and 52 per cent of their cases being first exposed on internet
forums and 24 and 15 per cent on Weibo.70 Even citizen journalists now rely more on
social media: the LEI Zhengfu scandal, though first exposed by ZHU Ruifeng on his
personal site, did not mushroom until it was posted on Weibo by another journalist.71
The indicator of ‘corruption cases first exposed online’ represents the more
successful forms of online supervision—namely citizen journalism, man-hunt, and
insider reporting. These types are deemed as more successful because they are longer
lasting, have achieved anti-corruption goals, and have demonstrated a stronger ability
to survive state suppression. Admittedly, these forms are less threatening to the regime
than the social/political movements, hence they are less harshly suppressed, but their
relative success should also be attributed to the fact that they are much better
empowered by the internet and social media, which provides fertile ground for them
to flourish, including open access, large active user pools, and convenient information
exchange tools. These types are also much more difficult to suppress. Firstly, due to
their sporadic and unpredictable nature the state finds it hard to target a specific
individual or group. Secondly, utilizing popular social media platforms have insulated
them from state suppression because shutting such platforms down would be
extremely costly to the business interests involved and with respect to the risk of
irritating non-political netizens.72
70
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Table 2: The Selective Empowerment of Public Participation Online
Types

Technological
Empowerment

State Responses

Outcome

Everyday
complaints

Flourish on social
media but lack
publicity in general

Accommodated and
censored; platforms
more tightly
controlled

Surviving

Citizen
journalism

Citizen journalists as
key; personal
anti-graft websites,
social media to attract
attention

Anti-graft websites
repressed, citizen
journalists harassed;
social media
platforms more
tightly controlled

Modest success;
declining but
surviving;
relying more on
social media

Man-hunt

Netizen collective
intelligence via social
media to identify
clues, dig out
evidence, and gain
publicity

Social media
platforms more
tightly controlled

Modest success;
declining but
surviving

Insiders use social
media to gain
publicity

Social media
platforms more
tightly controlled

Modest success;
declining but
surviving

IPAB spin-offs

Specialized
anti-corruption
platforms

Websites shut down

Suppressed

Civil/Political
movements

No specified public
platform

Ruthless suppressed

Suppressed

Insider-reporting

In contrast, the other three types—everyday complaints, IPAB-spinoffs, and the
civil/political movement type, benefit differently from the expansion of the internet
and social media and they fail to leverage the internet’s growing and anarchical
strength. Everyday complaints may take place on any platform that allows online
expression and have flourished on internet forums and micro-blogs. However, as there
are too many of them, they suffer from a scarcity of attention. The IPAB type requires
independent platforms, which are technologically feasible, but at the same time easy
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targets of state repression. Though anti-graft websites by citizen journalists are also
easy targets, they rely less on netizen participation and more on individual efforts and
the persistence of citizen journalists; in addition, they can be easily resurrected after
repression. Crucially, citizen journalists are increasingly relying on social media as
their primary platform, making it harder for the state to suppress. The civil/political
movement type, closely watched and suppressed by the state, does not benefit from
the expansion of social media to the same extent compared to the other types because
they cannot openly act online. Table 2 summarizes the selective empowerment model
and its impact on each form of participation discussed here.
A further comparison between citizen journalism and the IPAB type is also telling
about the selective empowerment effects. Admittedly, citizen journalism was more a
product of the Web 1.0 era that survived into the Web 2.0 era while the IPAB type is
entirely Web 2.0. For citizen journalism, individual citizen journalists are crucial and
they are strongly self-motivated in public supervision and the internet—notably
personal anti-graft websites and increasingly social media platforms—provides a tool
to gain publicity and amplify their voices. In contrast, IPAB spinoffs are essentially
Web 2.0 platforms that serve as specialized hubs for netizen participation. Though they
can enhance netizen interactivity and thus make online supervision more effective, the
platforms per se are vulnerable to state suppression. Moreover, as their owners are
much less committed compared to citizen journalists and they do not ‘own’ the
anti-corruption information per se, shutting down the platforms is sufficient to
eliminate them from the game.
The State Logic of Public Supervision
The evolution of online anti-corruption supervision reveals a momentum of ‘state
advances and citizens retreat,’ broadly mirroring what has happened in China’s
economic sector since 2008. The trend is particularly evident in the Xi Jinping era.73
Such a trend reflects the tensions between the state and technologic dynamics of
public supervision. Technologically, the internet has enabled citizens to participate in
public supervision in both broader and more in-depth ways. More importantly, it
allows average citizens to compete with the state to set the agenda, making the ground
rules, and designating goals and limits of supervision. Although like popular
73
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contention in China, most forms of netizen participation in online supervision are not
aimed at fundamental regime changes, the state is on high alert with regard to the
potential of citizen-driven activism, particularly when it is outside the prescribed
channels. In effect, though the Xi administration has made anti-corruption its
signature project, the party-state has also tightened its control over citizen
participation online. Such intention is on full display in the following quote from
Global Times, a subsidiary of the People’s Daily,
‘Anti-corruption is a significant and sensitive issue. To effectively fight corruption
and avoid complicated negative implications, it is essential for the whole society to
trust the CCP Central Committee, use the Center’s information and attitude as the
sole ruler, and consciously align with the Center in the process.’74
This rationale drives the state to suppress even relatively unthreatening forms of
online supervision. It also explains why the state has escalated its efforts to co-opt
netizens by channeling them through official reporting and petitioning platforms set up
by various state agencies. Through co-optation, the state goes beyond passively
reacting, and more effectively brings online supervision under its control.
Various online official reporting platforms have long been in place. At the central
level, the Supreme People’s Procuratorate set up its online reporting platform as early
as in 2003. In late 2005, the party’s Central Commission for Discipline Inspection
(CCDI) and the Ministry of Supervision (MOS) publicized a joint online outlet for
their offline reporting offices (CCDI’s letters and visit office and MOS’ reporting
center). 75 In 2009, the MOS set up a unified reporting website for the state
supervision system (www.12388.gov.cn).76 However the Xi era marks a new chapter
in the state’s co-option efforts. On 19 April 2013 under the order of CCDI and MOS,
all major online portals, including state media outlets and popular gateways, set up an
‘Internet Reporting and Supervision Special Zone’ on their sites. These special zones
provide a unified interface together with guidelines and links to state agencies for
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netizens to tip-off corruption.77 In addition, the state has turned to popular social
media platforms. By 2014 disciplinary and supervision agencies had set up 792
official accounts on major micro-blogs and over 130 accounts on the instant
messaging platform WeChat. Netizens were invited to take snapshots of misbehaving
officials and report to supervising agencies.78 On Tianya.cn over 500 government
agencies have set up official accounts and in 2013 alone they have responded over
2200 complaints.79 The state has also further integrated its online reporting system. In
September 2013, CCDI and MOS took a major step by integrating all existing
central-level official reporting platforms into one joint portal, www.ccdi.gov.cn, which
allows citizens to report corruption and follow up on their reports. This portal allegedly
has increased citizen participation in the state-led anti-corruption campaign.
According to an official report, since the site was launched tip-offs skyrocketed from
around 200 to over 800 every day.80
81

Figure 3: State Repression & Co-optation and Online Anti-Corruption (2008-2012)

Note: The counts of online anti-corruption cases are from LI Weining, ‘Zhongguo kaishi jinru
hulianwang xinchangtai.’
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It is likely that cooptation and suppression efforts by the state have effectively
reduced the number of citizen-driven anti-corruption cases (Figure 3), establishing a
‘state-dominant mode’ in online supervision. As a media scholar puts it, now online
anti-corruption has changed from ‘online exposure leading to disciplinary investigation’
to ‘public discussion following official announcements of corruption cases by
disciplinary commissions.’82

Conclusion
The expansion of the internet has challenged authoritarian regimes’ agenda setting
power in public supervision, forcing them to balance between benefits and harms
from increased citizen participation. Yet, some authoritarian regimes have adapted
quite successfully to the digital challenges. The China case manifests well the
dichotomy between the technological empowerment and authoritarian resilience. This
article shows that the internet has empowered Chinese citizens to hunt down corrupt
officials and to some extent enhanced government accountability. However, online
supervision has achieved only limited success, largely serving as a way to expose
individual corruption cases rather than as a vehicle for systematic changes.83 This is a
result of both state response and technological empowerment. Evidently, the
party-state has considerable despotic power and is ready to exercise it: it has not only
ruthlessly suppressed civil/political movements, but also crushed other less threatening
types such as IPAB spinoffs, citizen journalism, man-hunt, insider reporting, and
everyday complaints. However, state suppression has resulted in differentiated
outcomes, showing that not all forms of citizen activism are equally empowered, with
the IPAB spin-offs most vulnerable to state suppression.
The state-society interaction over online supervision in China highlights the
necessity to further disaggregate the broad concepts of technological empowerment
and authoritarian adaptation in the digital age. Though social actors in authoritarian
regimes are empowered by new technologies, they are not all empowered equally or
in exactly the same way as different digital platforms may cater to different actors or
specific types of social activities. Correspondingly, state adaptation is oftentimes
multi-faceted as the state may differentiate its responses to various forms of citizen
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activism according to will and capacity as well as the specific technological
empowering effects. Observable outcomes, therefore, may project different images of
authoritarian rule—responsive, repressive, or fragmented—and an understanding of
authoritarianism should not be confined to either of these depictions.
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GLOSSARY OF CHINESE TERMS

Romanisation
(Hanyu Pinyin)
Tianya Luntan
yulun shijian
qunzhong luxian
xinfang zhidu
qunzhong jiandu
yulun jiandu
renrou sousuo
Beibei Qu
Baixing Shengyin
Baoguang
Wukan Shijian

Chinese Characters

English Translation

天涯论坛
舆论事件
群众路线
信访制度
群众监督
舆论监督
人肉搜索
北碚区
百姓声音
曝光
乌坎事件

Tianya Club
public opinion events
mass line
the letters and visits system
mass supervision
public opinion supervision
human flesh search
Beibei District
Grassroots Voices
Exposure
Wukan Incident
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